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ABSTRACT PERRON-STIELTJES INTEGRAL 
ŽTEFAN SCHWABIK, Praha 
(Received December 2, 1995) 
Summary. Fundamental results concerning Stieltjes integrals for functions with values 
in Banach spaces are presented. The background of the theory is the Kurzweil approach 
to integration, based on Riemann type integral sums (see e.g. [4]). It is known that the 
Kurzweil theory leads to the (non-absolutely convergent) Perron-Stieltjes integral in the 
finite dimensional case. In [3] Ch. S. Hbnig presented a Stieltjes integral for Banach space 
valued functions. For Honig's integral the Dushnik interior integral presents the background. 
It should be mentioned that abstract Stieltjes integration was recently used by O.Diek-
mann, M. Gyllenberg and H. R. Thieme in [1] and [2] for describing the behaviour of some 
evolutionary systems originating in problems concerning structured population dynamics. 
Keywords: bilinear triple, Perron-Stie'.tjes integral 
AMS classification: 28B05 
BILINEAR TRIPLES 
Assume that X, Y and Z are Banach spaces and that there is a bilinear mapping 
B: X x Y —> Z. We use the short notation xy = B(x, y) for the value of the bilinear 
form B for x € X, y e Y and assume that 
M s < Nlxllvllr-
By || • || x the norm in the Banach space X is denoted (and similarly for the other 
ones). 
Triples of Banach spaces X, Y, Z with these properties are called bilinear triples 
and they are denoted by B = (X, Y, Z) or shortly B. 
This work was supported by the grant 201/94/1068 of the Grant Agency of the Czech 
Republic. 
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E x a m p l e s , If X and Y are Banach spaces, let us denote by L(X,Y) the 
Banach space of all bounded linear operators A: X —> Y with the uniform operator 
topology. Defining B(A,x) = Ax e Y for A 6 L(X,Y) and x e X, we obtain in a 
natural way the bilinear triple B = (L(X, Y),X, Y). 
Similarly if X, Y and Z are Banach spaces, then B = (L(X, Y),L(Y, Z),L(X, Z)) 
forms a bilinear triple with the natural bilinear form given by the composition AB e 
L(X, Z) of operators A e L(X, Y) and B e L(Y, Z). 
The usual operator norm is used in both examples given above. 
If X' is the dual to the Banach space X then (X, X', C) is a bilinear triple with 
_?(_,_') = _'(_) for x e X and „ ' e X'. 
Also (U,X,X) and (X, U,X) are bilinear triples with the bilinear map B(r,x) = 
rx and B(x,r) = rx, respectively, where r e U and x e X. 
VARIATION O F FUNCTIONS WITH VALUES IN A B A N A C H SPACE 
Assume that [a, b] C K is a bounded interval and that X is a Banach space. Given 
x: [a, b] -¥ X, the function x is of bounded variation on [a, b] if 
Ѓa(x) = sup | ] Г \\x(aj) - _(_,•_!) | | Л 
1 j=ï > 
<oo, 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions 
D: a = a0 < ai < . . . < a^-\ < Ok = b 
of the interval [a, b]. The set of all functions x: [a, b] -> X with vaia(x) < oo will be 
denoted by BV([a,b];X) or shortly BV([a, b]) if it is clear which Banach space X 
we have in mind. 
Assume now that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple of Banach spaces. 
For x: [a, b] ->• X and a partition D of the interval [a, b] define 
Vb(x,D) = sup J ! J2[x(a3) - _ t o _ i ) ] w | } , 
where the supremum is taken over all possible choices of yj e Y, j = 1 , . . . , k with 
Hwll <. 1 and set 
(B)vatba(x) =supV
b(x,D), 
where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions 
D: a = a0 < a\ < ... < ak-i < ak = b 
of the interval [a, b]. 
A function x: [a,b] -¥ X with (B) v&va(x) < oo is called a function with bounded 
B-variation on [a,b] (sometimes also a function of bounded semi-variation [2], [3]). 
For a given bilinear triple B = (X, Y, Z) the set of all functions x: [a, b] -» X with 
(B)va.rba(x) < oo will be denoted by (B)BV([a,b];X) or shortly by (B)BV([a,b]) if 
it is clear which bilinear triple (X, Y, Z) we have in mind. 
1. Proposit ion. If B = (X,Y,Z) is a bilinear triple then 
BV([a,b];X) C (B)BV([a,b];X) 
andifxeBV([a,b];X), then 
(B)va.rba(x) <. var^a;). 
P r o o f . For a given function x: [a,6] -¥ X with x e BV([a,b];X), a partition 
D of [a,b] and arbitrary y3- £ Y, j = 1 , . . . ,k with \\yj\\ <. 1 we have 
« k II k 
£ > ( « , ) - x(aj-1))yj\\ < £ W o , ) - x(aj-1)\\xWyi\\Y 
j=l "Z j = 1 
k 
^ V J l l x ^ J - x ^ - O l l x ^ v a r ^ x ) . 
7 = 1 
Passing to the suprema corresponding to the definition of (B)va.ia(x) in this in-
equality we immediately obtain the inclusion as well as the inequality claimed in the 
statement. • 
R e m a r k . It is easy to show that if x: [a,b] -¥ U and B = (R,R,R) then 
x e (B)BV([a, b]) if and only if x e BV([a, b]). 
Indeed, in this case we have 
Vb(x,D) = s u p { | ^ [ x ( Q i ) - ^ ( a , - ! ) ] ^ ! } = J2 l-(«i) - «(-y-OI 
Ll J=» i J J'=I 
because we can take yj = 1 if x (a j )—^(a j - i ) ^ Oand?/j = - 1 if x(aj)—x(aj-i) < 0. 
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The same is true also if x: [a, b] -> X and B = (X, R, X), where the Banach space 
X is finite-dimensional. 
This shows that the concept of B-variation of a function x: [a, b] -> X is relevant 
only for infinite-dimensional Banach spaces X. 
R E G U L A T E D FUNCTIONS AND STEP FUNCTIONS WITH VALUES IN A B A N A C H SPACE 
Assume that [a, b] C R is a bounded interval and that X is a Banach space. Given 
x: [a, b] —> X, the function x is called regulated on [a, b] if it has one-sided limits at 
every point of [a, b], i.e. if for every s 6 [a, b) there is a value x(s+) £ X such that 
lim_H_(<)-_(«+)||x-o 
t^s+ 
and if for every s G (a,b\ there is a value x(s-) e X such that 
Urn ||_(t) - - ( s - ) | | x = 0. 
The set of all regulated functions x: [a, b] -> X will be denoted by G([a, b]; X) or 
shortly G([a,b]) if it is clear which Banach space A' we have in mind. 
Assume now that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple of Banach spaces. 
A function x: [a,b] -> X is called B-regulated on [a,b] if for every y 6 Y, ||?/||y 
<_ 1 the function xy: [a,b] -> Z given by t H- x(t)y 6 Z for t £ [a,6] is regulated, 
i.e. xy £ G([a,b],Z) for every y e F, ||y||y ^ 1. 
For a given bilinear triple B = (X, Y, Z) the set of all B-regulated functions x: 
[a,b] -> X will be denoted by (B)G([a,b];X) or shortly by (B)G([a,b]) if it is clear 
which bilinear triple (X, Y, Z) we have in mind. 
A function x: [a, b] -> X is called a (finite) step function on [a, b] if there exists a 
finite partition 
D: a = a0 < en < ... < oik-i < ak = b 
of the interval [a,b] such that x has a constant value on ( O J - I . Q J ) for every j = 
l , . . . , f c . 
The following result is well known for regulated functions. 
2. P r o p o s i t i o n , (see e.g. [3 Theorem 3.1, p. 16]) A function x: [a,b] -> X is 
regulated (x e G([a, b];X)) if and only if x is the uniform limit of step functions. 
3. P r o p o s i t i o n . If B = (X,Y,Z) is a bilinear triple and x £ G([a,b];X) then 
1 6 (B)G([a,b];X),i.e. 
G([a,b];X) c (B)G([a,b];X). 
P r o o f . For any y e Y with \\y\\y ^ 1 and s,t e [a, b] we have 
\\x(t)y - x(s)y\\z < \\x(t) - X(«) | |X | |VI |Y ^ \\x(t) - x(s)\\x 
and this implies the statement (e.g. by the Bolzano-Cauchy condition for the exis-
tence of onesided limits of the function x). D 
R e m a r k . If the bilinear triple B = (X, R, X), with a Banach space X is given, 
then it is easy to check that a function x: [a, b] -> X is B-regulated if and only if it 
is regulated, the bilinear form B(x,r) is given by the product xr. 
STIELTJES INTEGRATION OF VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS 
A finite system of points 
{ao ,T i , a i ,T 2 , . . . ,ak-i,Tk,ak} 
such that 
a = a0 < ai < ... < ak-i <ak=b 
and 
Tj 6 [aj-i,aj] for j = l,...,k 
is called a P-partition of the interval [0,6]. 
Any positive function S: [a, b] -¥ (0,00) is called a gauge on [a, b] . 
For a given gauge S on [a, b] a P-partition {ao ,T i , a i ,T 2 , . . . ,ak-i,Tk,ak} of [a,b] 
is called S-fine if 
[aj-i, Q j ] C (Tj - S(TJ),TJ + S(TJ)) for j = 1 , . . . , k. 
4. C o u s i n ' s L e m m a . Given an arbitrary gauge S on [a, b] there is a S-fine P-
partition of[a,b]. 
(See e.g. [4].) 
5. Def in i t ion . Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a, b] -> X and y: [a, b] -* Y are given. 
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We say that the Stieltjes integral fa d[x(s)]y(s) exists if there is an element I € Z 
such that to every e > 0 there is a gauge S on [a, b] such that for 
k 
S{dx,y,D) = 52[x(aj)-x(aj-1)]y(Tj) 
we have 
| |S (d r ,y ,Z>) - J | | z <e 
provided D is a 5-fine P-partition of [a, b]. We denote I = fa d[x(s)]y(s). For the case 
a = b it is convenient to set fa d[x(s)]y(s) = 0 and if b < a, then fa d[x(s)]y(s) = 
- fb
a d[x(s)]y(s). 
Similarly we can define the Stieltjes integral fa x(s) d[y(s)] using Stieltjes integral 
sums of the form 
k 
S(x, dy,D) = J2x(rj)[y(aj) - y(aj^1)]. 
3 = 1 
R e m a r k . Note that Cousin's Lemma 4 is essential for this definition. The 
Stieltjes integral introduced in this way is determined uniquely and has the following 
elementary properties. 
6. Proposition. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a, b] -+ X and yt: [a, b] -¥ Y are such that the Stieltjes integrals fa d[x(s)]yi(s), 
i = 1,2 exist. 
Then for every c1,c2 e R tiie integral fa d[x(s)](ciyi(s) + c2y2(s)) exists and 
/
b rb i>b 
d[x(s)](ciyi(s)+c2?/2(s)) =c i / d[x(s)]yi(s) + c2 d[a;(s)]y2(s). 
If functions Xi: [a, b] -+ X and y: [a, b] -+ Y are such that the Stieltjes integrals 
fa d[xi(s)]y(s), i = 1,2 exist then for every c1,c2 e U the integral fa d[ciXi(s) + 
c2x2(s)]y(s) exists and 
/
b r.b fb 
d[cia;i(s) + c2x2(s)]y(s) = cx / d[x1(s)]y(s) + c2 d[x2(s)]y(s). 
Proof . The statements are easy consequences of the equalities holding for the 
corresponding integral sums, i.e. 
S(dx,c1y1+c2y2,D)=c1S(dx,y1,D)+c2S(dx,y2,D) 
and 
S(d(ClX! +c2a:2),y).D) = ClS(dxuy,D) + c2S(dx2,y,D). 
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7. Proposi t ion. (Bolzano-Cauchy condition) Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a 
bilinear triple and that functions x: [a, b] -> X and y: [a, b] -> Y are given. 
Then the Stieltjes integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) exists if and only if for every e > 0 there 
is a gauge S on [a, b] such that 
(BC) \\S(dx,y,Di) - S(dx,y,D2)\\z < e 
provided D\,D2 are S-Rne P-partitions of [a,b]. 
P r o o f . Clearly, if the integral in question exists, the Bolzano-Cauchy condition 
is satisfied. 
Assume on the contrary that the Bolzano-Cauchy condition (BC) holds. For a 
certain e > 0 define 
/(e) = {S(dx,y,D)\D an arbitrary 5-fine P-partition of [a,b]} C Z 
where <5 = Sc is the corresponding gauge. By Cousin's Lemma 4 the set 1(e) is 
nonempty. By the condition (BC) we have 
diam 1(e) < e 
and also 
/ ( e i ) C I(e2) 
for £j < e2. Hence the intersection 
f]ije) = {i};iez 
consists of a single point because the space Z is complete (/(e) denotes the closure 
of 1(e) in Z). Therefore for an arbitrary <5-fine P-partition D of [o,6] we get 
\\S(dx,y,D)-l\\<e. 
U 
8. Proposi t ion. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a,b] -> X and y: [a,b] -> Y are given. If the Stieltjes integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) 
exists, then for every interval [c, d] C [a, b] the integral Jc d[x(s)]y(s) exists. 
P r o o f . Given e > 0 assume that S is the gauge on [a, 6] such that 
\\S(dx,y,Dl)-S(dx,y,D2)\\z<e 
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provided Di,D2 are <5-fine P-partitions of [0,6] (see the Bolzano-Cauchy condition 
for the existence of the integral). 
Assume that D*,D2 are arbitrary <5-fine P-partitions of [c,d\. Let D- be a o-fine 
P-partition of [a,c] and D+ a o-fine P-partition of [_,&]. The union of D_, D\ and 
D+ forms a partition Di of [o, 6] and similarly D-, D*2 and D+ gives a partition P 2 
of [a, b] and both partitions D\ and £>2 are o-fine. It is easy to check that 
S(dx,y,D1) - S(dx,y,D2) = S(dx,y,Dl) - S(dx,y,D*2). 
Hence 
| |5(dx,»,_)I)-_J(<_r,»,i);) | | ,<t 
and by the Bolzano-Cauchy condition the integral Jc d[x(s)]y(s) exists. • 
9. Proposition. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a,b] -4 X and y: [a, b] -4 Y are such that for c _ [a, b] the Stieltjes integrals 
Jl d[x(s)]y(s) and Jc d[x(s)]y(s) exist. 
Then the integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
J d[x(s)]y(s) = j° d[x(s)]y(s) + J d[x(s)]y(s). 
Proof . If c = a or c = 6 then the statement is clear because we have 
Jc d[x(s)]y(s) = 0 by definition. Assume therefore that c e (a,b). 
For every _ > 0 there exist gauges 6_ and <5+ on [a, c] and [c, 6] respectively such 
that by the definition we have 
\\s(dx,y,D-)- I d[_(s)]y(s) <E 
provided D- is a o_-fine P-partition of [a,c] and 
h(dx,y,D+)-J d[x(s)]y(s)i <e 
provided D+ is a o+-fine P-partition of [c, 6]. 
Let us choose a gauge 0 on [a, b] such that 
0 < 6(s) < min(o_(s),dist(s,c)) for s 6 [a,c), 




Let us assume that D = {ao, Ti,oi,T2,... ,a*,_i, Tk,aic} is a 5-fine P-partition of the 
interval [o, 6]. It is easy to check that by the choice of the gauge 5 there is an index 
/ e {1,. . • ,k} such that n = c and that £>_ = {ao,ri, «i,T2, • • • ,cti-i,n = cti = c} 
and D+ = {c = at = n,ai+i,n+i, • • -,ak-i,Tk = ak} are <$_- and <$+-fine P-
partitions of [a, c] and [c, b], respectively. Then we have S( dx, y, D) = S( dx, y, _?_) + 
S(dx,y,D+) and 
\\s(dx,y,D) - fC d[x(s)]y(s) - f d[x(s)]y(s)\\ 
II Ja Jc \\z 
II r rb II 
= \\S(dx,y,D-) + S(dx,y,D+)- d[x(s)]y(s) - / d[x(s)]y(s)\\ 
II A y c n_ 
^\\s(dx,y,D.)- JC d[x(s)]y(s)\\ +\\s(dx,y,D+) - J df_r(*)Jy(*)| <2e. 
This inequality yields by definition the existence of the integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) as well 
as the equality 
J d[x(s)](y(s) = J^ d[x(s)]y(s) + J' d[x( »]»(*)• 
R e m a r k . In the opposite direction we evidently have: 
If c e [a, b] and the integral f* d[x(s)]y(s) exists, then the Stieltjes integrals 
§1 d[x(s)]y(s) and f, d[x(s)]y(s) exist and 
J d[x(s)]y(s) = J° d[x(s)]y(s) + J d[x(s)]y(s). 
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FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE STIELTJES INTEGRAL 
OF VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS 
10. Proposition. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that func-
tions x: [a,b] -• X andy: [a,b] -)• Y are given. Ifthe Stieltjes integral f* d[x(s)]y(s) 
exists and (B) var^(x) < oo then 
I / d[_(.)]»(.)| < sup ||w(-)Hy.(B)va_*(x). 
II Jo IIz »€[«.*] 
Proof . Assume that e > 0 is given. Since the integral fl d[x(s)]y(s) exists, 
there is a gauge S on [a, b] such that we have 
II k fb II 
m _ ( a i ) - - ( - a - i ) M T J ) - / d[x(s)]y(s) <e 
provided 
D = {a0,ri,ai,T2,...,ajb-i,Tfc,aA;} 
is a (5-fine P-partition of [0,6]. Hence 
I á[x(s)]y(s)\ 
íC II / d[x(s)]y(s) - V ^ a ^ - a s í a i - O M ^ ) ! + II !> (<* ; ) ~ *(ai-iMri) 
IIA £ í Hz Hj=i l l z 
II k II 
< e + V[a;(aJ-)-a:(Qj-i)]y(T'3-) • 
Hití Hz 
Purther we háve 
II k II II * II 
V ^ a ^ - a ^ - i í M ^ ) = Y M«i)-*(<**-!)MT i ) | z 
!/(Ty)#0 
< suP \\y(s)\\y\\ ± [ * ( « * ) - - t e - O h E ^ l < «"*•• H v M i í - W ^ i W 
«e[a,6] II JT^ H2/lTjil |y HZ «6[a,í>] 
»(Tá)#o 
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This yields the inequality 
II fb II 
/ d[z(s)Ms) < £ + sup \\y(a)\\Y.(B)vaxa(x) 
IIA Hz »e[o,6] 
and the statement is proved because e > 0 can be arbitrarily small. • 
11. Uniform convergence theorem. Assume that B = (X,Y,Z) is a bilinear 
triple and that functions x: [a, b] -» X and y,yn: [a,b] -+ Y, n = 1 ,2, . . . are given. 
If (B)v&rha(x) < oo, the Stieltjes integrals Ja d[x(s)]yn(s) exist and the sequence yn 
converges on [a, b] uniformly to y, i.e. 
lim ||y„(s) - 2/(s)||y = 0 uniformly on [a,b], 
then the integral fa d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
J d[x(s) ]y(s)= n l im J d[x(s)]yn(s). 
P r o o f . Let e > 0 be given arbitrarily. 
Since the sequence yn converges on [a, b] uniformly to y, there is a positive integer 
n0 such that for any n > n0 and s G [a, b] we have 
\\Vn(s)-y(s)\\Y< 
6((0)var |( :r) + l ) ' 
Hence for any m,n > n0 and s 6 [a, b] we have 
\\Vn(s) - ym(s)\\Y < \\yn(s) - y(s)\\Y + \\ym(s) - y(s)| |y 
2e e 
6((B) var*(a;) + 1) 3((S) var^(x) + 1) ' 
By Proposition 10 we get 
1 / d[x(s)]yn(s)- f d[x(s)]ym(s)\\ =\\ f d[x(s)](yn(s) - ym(s))\\ 
\\Ja Ja \\z \\Ja \\z 
< sup \\yn(s)-ym(s)\\Y(B)var
b
a(x) < — g l ^ M — e < { 
»e[o,6] 3((B)var*(x) + l) 
for m,n > n0. Since Z is a Banach space this inequality implies that the limit 
\irn_ Í d[x(s)]yn(s) =IeZ 
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exists. Let ri\ s f . b e such that for m > no we have 
d[x(s)]ym(s) - l\\ < | . 
Hz 
Let now m > ni = max(no,ni) be fixed. Since the integral fa d[x(s)]ym(s) exists, 
there is a gauge <5 on [a, b] such that 
II * fb II 
VJ[x(a,-) - x(aj-1)]ym(Tj) - / d[*(«)]»m(-) < | 
llf_t A II* 
provided D = {ao,T_,,ai,Tj,...,aj._i, Tt, a*} is a <5-fine P-partition of [a,b]. 
For such a partition we have 
1 * II 
£[*(a,)-*(aJ-_)]y(Ti)-/ 
J»l l l z 
<lEt«(°j)-«(°J-»)](»(Tj)-»«(Tj))I 
II i t . H* 
+ I £ [* (« . ) ~ «(«J-l)]»m(Tj) - / d[*(s)]ym(-)| 
l l j = 1 •>- II* 
+ II / d[*(-)]y„(-) - / [ 
< f + 1 y > K 0 - «(aj-i)](»(Tj) - ym(Tj)) • 
We have further 
II k II 
V > ( a , 0 - x(aj-\)](y(Tj) - ym(Tj)) 
II j=\ "z 
h || 
VJ [«(«j) - «(-aj-»)Ki(Tj) - »m(Tj))| 
= 1 £ [«(aj) - _-(oj-_)] i i ^ r ^ t HV(TJ) - W->(Tj)|y| 
„,, ,£_£; <«_, 
<_ max||y(Tj) -ym(T,0||y • (S)va^(x) < ^ffifffffi.) < | < f. 
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Therefore we get 
I k II 5>(a,-) - «(«i-i)MTi) - / < f + I = e 
jml IIZ 
and this means that the integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
J d[x(s)]y(s) = / = Jim J d[x(s)]yn(s). 
a 
12. Lemma. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that x: [a, b] -» 
X is B-regulated on [a, b] (x € (B)G([a, b], X)). Let y* 6 Y be a given fixed eiement 
inY. 
For c e [a, b] let us define a function y: [a, b] -> Y such that y(c) = y* and y(t) = 0 
for t € [a,b], t^c. Then the integral Jo
6 d[a;(s)]j/(s) exists and 
/ d[x(s)]y(s) = lim x(t)y* - x(a)y* if c = a, 
Ja t-*a+ 
/ d[x(s)]y(s) = x(b)y* - lim x(t)y* ifc = b 
Ja t^b-
/ d[x(s)]y(s) = lim x(t)y* - lim_x(t)y* ifc€(a,b). 
аnd 
Proof. By the assumption we have x e (B)G([a,b],X) and therefore the 
onesided limits lim x(t)y* = z+, lim x(t)y* = z~ of the function t i-t x(t)y* £ Z 
exist if c e [a, b) or c £ (a, b]. 
Note that if the assumption x € (B)G([a, b], X) is replaced by the stronger require-
ment x € G([a,b], X) then the limit lim x(t) = x(c+) e X exists and lim x(t)y* = 
x(c+)y* and similarly also the limit lim x(t) = x(c—) € X exists and lim x(t)y* = 
x(c-)y*. 
We will show the result for the case c £ (a, b) only; the proof for the cases c = a 
and c = b is similar. 
Let e > 0 be given and let A > 0 be such that 
\\x(t)y* -z~\\z <e f o r t e ( c - A , c ) 
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and 
\\x(t)y* - z+\\z < e for te (c,c + A). 
Define a gauge S such that 0 < 5(c) < A and 0 < S(t) < \t - c\ for t G [a, b], t ^ c. 
Assume that D = {a0, T_,ai, 7_,...,atk-uT*,a*} is a J-fine P-partition of [a, b]. 
From the properties of the gauge given above it follows that there is an index / 6 
{ 1 , . . . , k} such that TI = c and 
c - A < a/_i < n = c < a. < c + A. 
For the integral sum S(dx,y,D) we have by the properties of the function y and of 
the partition D the equality 
S(dx,y,D) = [x(cti) - x(ai-1)]y(ri) = [x(at) - x(at^1)]y* 
and 
||S(d_,y,_>) - z+ + z-\\z = ||[_(a,) - z(a,_i)]y* - (*+ - O H -
^ ll*(a/)y* - z+||z + ||_(a._i)j/* - z~||z < 2e. 
Hence the integral Ja
6 d[_(s)]j/(s) exists and 
d[:r(s)]i/(s) = zt ~ z7 — l i m *(').* ~ l i m x(t)y*-
D 
/ 
13. Lemma. Assume that B = (X, Y, 2") is a bilinear triple and that x: [a, b] -> 
X is B-regulated on [a, b] (x G (B)G([a, b], X)). Let y" G Y be a given fixed element 
inY. 
For c, d G [a, 6], c < d let us define the function y: [ a , i ] - t F such that y(t) = y* 
for t e (c, d) and y(t) = 0 forte [a, 6] \ (c, d). Then the integral f* d[x(s)]y(s) exists 
and 
L d[x(s)]y(s) = \im_x(t)y* - \im+x(t)y*. 
Proof . Let e > 0 be given and let A > 0 be such that 
\\x(t)y* - lim x(t)y*\\z <e for t e (d - A,d) 
t—id-
arid 
\\x(t)y* - lim x(t)y*\\z <e for t G (c,c + A). 
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Define a gauge S such that 0 < 5(c) < A, 0 < 5(d) < A and 0 < 5(t) < min(|. - c|, 
| - - _ | ) forte [a, 6], . =-c, . j - d . 
Assume that £> = {oo,Ti,ai,r_!, • • • ,o;t_i, T_ ) (_*} is a .-fine P-partition of [a,6], 
Prom the properties of the gauge 5 it follows that there are indices /, m e { 1 , . . . , _} 
such that n = c, Tm = d and 
Tl = C < C.J < C + A, 
d - A < c.m-1 <rm = d. 
Since j/(.) = 0 for . <. c and t ^ d we have for the integral sum S( dx, y, D) 
k 
S(dx,y,D) = J > ( o . ) - x(aj-i)]y(Tj) 
3-1 
m - 1 
= ^2 Maj) - x(aj-i)]y(rj) 
, = ( + i 
m - l 
= _P [x(aj) - x(aj-i)]y" = [_(am_i) - x(a,)]y* 
i-t+i 
and therefore 
\\S(dx,y,D) - (t_m_x(t)y* - t_m^x(t)y*)\\z 
= \\[x(am-i) - x(ai)]y* - (lim_x(t)y* - lim+x(t)y*)\\ -
$: ||3;(am-l)2/
,' - jJm_*(%*llz + [k(o/)8/* - tlim+x(t)y*\\z < 2_. 
Hence the integral fa d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
/ d[x(s)]y(s) = lim _(í)ÿ* - limi x(t)y*. 
Ja t~*d— І-ГC + 
14. Proposit ion. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that x: 
[a,b] -*• X is B-regulated on [a,b] (x e (B)G([a,b],X)). Let y: [a,b] -+ Y be a step 
function, i.e. there is a finite partition 
a = Pa < 01 < • • • < Pk-i <Pk = b 
of the interval [a, b] such that y has a constant value j / * e F on (Pj-i, fij) for every 
j = l,...,k. 
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Then the integral fa d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
rb 
J d[x(s)]y(s) = (lim+ x(t)y(a) - x(a)y(a) 
k-i 





x(*^ - t ^ 1 +
: c ( % * ] ' 
P r o o f . Every step function y.[a,b]-*Y is clearly a finite linear combination 
of functions of the type given in Lemma 12 and 13. 
Hence the existence of the integral f d[x(s)]y(s) easily follows from the linearity of 
the integral and from Lemmas 12 and 13. The value of the integral can be calculated 
by the values of integrals given in those lemmas. D 
15. Proposi t ion. Assume that B = (X,Y,Z) is a bilinear triple and that x: 
[a, &] -> X is B-regulated on [a, b] (x G (B)G([a, b],X)) and (B) vaxba(x) < oo. Let y: 
[a, b] -t Y be a regulated function. 
Then the integral f d[x(s)]y(s) exists. 
P r o o f . Since y: [a,b] -» Y is assumed to be a regulated function, it is the 
uniform limit of a sequence yn of Y-valued step functions (see Proposition 2). By 
Proposition 14 the integrals fa d[x(s)]yn(s) exist and the existence of the integral 
fa d[x(s)]y(s) immediately follows from the Uniform Convergence Theorem 11. D 
The following statement provides an operative tool in the theory of generalized 
Perron integral. Its original version belongs to S. Saks and it was formulated for 
generalized integrals using Riemann-like sums by R. Henstock. 
16. L e m m a (Saks-Henstock). Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bihnear triple and 
that functions x: [a, b] -> X and y: [a, b] -> Y are such that the Stieltjes integral 
fa dlx(s)]y(s) exists. 
Given e > 0 assume that the gauge S on [a, b] is such that 
|| * rb || 
LW a j ) -«( -H)]»(Tj) - / d[x(«)]tf(.) <e 
Hj=i Ja li-
fer every 6-fine P-partition D = {a0,TUau.. .,ak-i,Tk,ak} of[a,b]. 
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ff {(fj> [ßj,1j]), j = 1,.. . , m} is a (5-fine System, i.e. 
0 < A < & ^ 7 1 < A < 6 < ' f t < . - < Ä n ^ 6 » < 7 » < * 
and 
& e [ft,7i] c fe - « & ) , £ , + *(&)]. i = l,• • • ,m 
then 
ii _iü_ r m i II 
< £ . J f ; [[s(7i) - x(fii))v%) - f d[x(s)]y(s) 
Proof. Without any loss of generality it can be assumed that fij < 7_,- for every 
j = 1,. . . , m. Denote 70 = a and /3m+i = b. If *fj < /3,-+i for some j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,m 
then Proposition 8 yields the existence of the integral J^'+l d[x(s)]y(s) and therefore 
for every TJ > 0 there exists a gauge Sj on [-)•,, f}j+\] such that SJ(T) < S(T) for 
T £ [7j./?7+i] and for every Sj-Hne partition D> of [7J-,/3j+1] we have 
| | s (dx ,y ,^ ) - / '+1 d[x(s)]y(s)\\ < ^ . 
•hi »z i 
If 7j = PJ+1 then we set S( ds, 1/, D-*) = 0 
The expression 
f>(7 i ) - x(Pi)]y(Si) +jrtS(dx,v,&) 
J=I J=I 
represents an integral sum which corresponds to a certain o-fine P-partition of [a, b] 
and consequently 
1 f > ( 7 j ) - *-(&)]»(&) + E S( dx, y, D
j) - / d[s(«)]y(«)| <£. 
Hj=l j=l , / a " Z 
Hence 
I E tt-(7i) - *VlMSi) - F d[*(S)]>v(«)] I 
II fe hi \\z 
<- I f > ( 7 / ) - xiPiMii) + YiS(dx,y,D
i) - f d[x(s)]y(s)\ 
llj=i j=i Ja Uz 
+ E | |S(dx,!/,^) - / '+1 d[x(s)]y(s)\\z < £ + (m + 1 ) ^ = e + .,. 
i=i 7j' 
Since this inequality holds for every t />0we immediately obtain the inequality from 
the statement. d 
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17. Theorem. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a,b] -+ X and y: [a,b] -+ Y are such that the Stieltjes integral |Q
C d[x(s)]y(s) 
exists for every c £ [a, 6) and let the limit 
(1) Jim [ j f d[x(s)]y(s) + [x(b) - x(c)]y(6)] = I 6 Z 
exist. Then the integral fa d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
jf d[x(s)]y(s) = I. 
Proof. Assume that e > 0 is given. By (1) for every e > 0 we can find a 
B S [a, 6) such that for every c e [B, b) the inequality 
(2) y d[x(*)]y(s) + [x(6)-x(c)]y(6)-J < e 
is satisfied. Assume that a = CQ < a < ... < b with lim cp = 6. By the assumption 
p->oo 
the integral 
fa" d[x(«)]y(s) exists for every p = 1,2,... and therefore for every p a 1,2,... 
there exists a gauge <5P: [a, cp] -> (0, +co) such that for any <5p-fine P-partition D of 
[a, cp] we have 
(3) \\s(dx,y,D)- fC" d[x(s)]y(s)\\ < ~ p = l , 2 , . . . . 
II A Hz -
For any r e [a,6) there is exactly one p(r) = 1,2,... for which r e [tjKr)-!,^,^)). 
Given r 6 [a,6) let us choose 5(T) > 0 such that S(T) ^ 6P(T)(T) and 
[T-?(r),T + ?(r)]n[a,6)c[a,cp(T)). 
Assume that c £ [a, 6) is given and that 
D = {a0,Ti,ai,... ,ak-2,Tk-i,ak-i} 
is a (5-fine P-partition of [a,c]. If p(r,) = p then [aj-i,aj] C [T,- -5(TJ),T, + 6(TJ)] C 
[a,Cp] and also [a,_i,a^] C [TJ - &P(TJ),TJ + 5P(TJ)]. Let 
* - l r .c, 
J2 W - ^ M l W r i ) - d[x(»)]y(s 
,=i, L ^ai-i 
7'(^j)=7' 
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be the sum of those terms in the corresponding "total" sum 
k-l r fai -I 
V ; [x(aj) - s(o ,-_i)]y(r ,) - / d[x(s)]y(s) 
,=i I- Jai-i J 
for which the tags r , satisfy the relation Tj € [c-_i ,c-) . Since (3) holds we obtain 
by the Saks-Henstock Lemma 16 the inequality 
l ' (T j )_ 
and finally 
ll k-l 
J2 [iФj) - ФJ-XШTJ) - £ ФWtøw] I < ÄГ 
E l ^ K - ) - z(a ,--i)h.(r ,) - f d[x(s)]y(s)\ 
j = l •><> II 
= J J2 [lx(<*j) ~ i(oi-i)]j/(r,-) - j T d[z(_)]yw] 
< E | | E [[*(«i)-*(^-i)]-(riO- F d[-W]2/W]|UE^r=£-
p = l II i - l . I- J<*j-\ J II p=i 
Define now a gauge 6 on the interval [a, b] as follows. For T £ [a, 6) set 
0 < _(T) < m i n { 6 - T , ? ( T ) } , 
while 
0 < 5(b) <b-B. 
If D = {a0,Ti,ai,.. .,ak-i,Tk,ak} is an arbitrary (.-fine P-partition of [a,b] then 
by the choice of the gauge 6 we have Tk = ak = b and ak-i G (B, b). Using (2) we 
get 
II k~1 II 
| |S( da., y,.D) - I\\z = V > (
Q - ) - x(<Xj-i)]y(Tj) + [x(o*) - x(ak-i)]y(Tk) - / 
II ,=i ll_ 
<- I X>(«j) ~ *(a;-i)]y(r,) - /"*"' d[-W]»w| 
II ,-=1 i a HZ 
+ I / ' ' *W]vW + [-W - _(a*-i)]y(6) - / | 
II - o || _-
II f c _ 1 .a'-1 II 
< £ + E b K O - * ( a , - i ) ] y ( r , ) - / d[z(_)]y(s) . 
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Since otk-i < b and D = {a0 ,Ti,ai, . . . ,at_2,T*-i,ajt_i} is a <5-fine partition of 
[a, at_i], the second term on the right hand side of the last inequality can be esimated 
by e as above. In this way we finally obtain 
| |5(dx,j / ,£>)-/ | |<2£ 
and this yields the existence of the integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) as well as the equality 
J d[x(s)]y(s) = /. 
D 
18. R e m a r k . The "left endpoint" analog of Theorem 17 can be proved in a 
completely similar manner: 
Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions x: [a,b] -> X 
and y. [a, b] —> Y are such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) exists for every 
c £ (o, 6] and let the limit 
clim+ [ / d[af(«)]i/(«) + [*(c) - x(a)]j/(a)| = 7 e Z 
exist. Then the integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
] d[x(s)]y(s) = / . 
19. Theorem. Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a,b] —> X and y. [a,b] -* Y are such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) 
exists and c € [a, b]. Then 
lim f f d[x(s)]y(s) + [x(c) - x(r)]y(c)] = f d[x(s)]y(s). 
re[a,b]lJa J J a 
Proof . Let e > 0 be given and let 5 be a gauge on [a,b] which corresponds to 
e by the definition of the integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s), i.e. the inequality 
^S(dx,y,D)-] ф ( в ) ] y ( в ) | | < . 
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holds for every <5-fine P-partition D of [a, b]. If r e [c - S(c), c + S(c)] n [a, b] then the 
Saks-Henstock lemma 16 yields 
[x(r)-x(c)]y(c)-£ d[x(s)]y(sĄ<є, 
that is 
d[x(s)]y(s) + [x(c) - x(r)]y(c) - j " d[x(s)]y(s) 
= J j r d[x(s)]y(s) - [x(r) - x(c)]»(c)| < e, 
and this yields the relation given in the statement. D 
20. R e m a r k . Theorem 19 shows that the function given by 
re[a,b]^+ ^ d[x(s)]y(s)eZ, 
i.e. the indefinite Stieltjes integral is not continuous in general. The indefinite integral 
is continuous at a point c 6 [a, b] if and only if lim[x(c) - x(r)]y(c) = 0. 
2 1 . Corol lary . Assume that B = (X, Y, Z) is a bilinear triple and that functions 
x: [a,b] -r X and y: [a,b] -> Y are such that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) 
exists and c e [a,b]. If x e (B)G([a,b],X), then 
lim f d[x(s)]y(s) = lim[x(r)-x(c)]y(c) + f d[x(s)]y(s) 
T-ic± J a r-tct J a 
= lim+ x(r)y(c) - x(c)y(c) + j d[x(s)]y(s). 
P r o o f . Since x € (B)G([a,b],X) is assumed, the limits lim x(r)u exist for 
every u e Y and therefore also the limits lim x(r)y(c) exist. The equality given in 
r->c± 
the statement is now a consequence of the equality given in Theorem 19. D 
22. P r o p o s i t i o n . Assume that X,Y are Banach spaces and consider the bi-
linear triple B = (L(X,Y),X,Y). If A: [a,b] -+ L(X,Y) is B-regulated (A e 
(B)G([a,b],L(X,Y))) then for every c € [o,6) there exists A(c+) e L(X,Y) such 
that lim A(t)x = A(c+)x for every x e X and for every c 6 (o, 6] there exists 
P r o o f . If A is B-regulated then for every x G X the limit lim A(t)x = yc+ (x) 6 
Y exists and by A(c+)x = yc+(x) a linear operator from X to Y is defined. By the 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem (see e.g. [5]) the operator A(c+) is bounded, i.e. A(c+) e 
L(X,Y). A similar argument holds for A(c—), too. • 
23. R e m a r k . In the special case considered in Proposition 22 the formulae 
given in Lemma 12, 13 and Proposition 14 can be written in a more explicit form. 
For example Proposition 14 assumes the following form. 
Assume that X and Y are Banach spaces and consider the bilinear triple B = 
(L(X,Y),X,Y). 
Ifx: [a,b] -+ L(X,Y) is B-regulated on [a,b] (x e (B)G([a,b],L(X,Y))) and y. 
[a, b] -+ X is a step function, i.e. there is a finite partition 
a = p\ < 01 < • • • < fa-i <0k=b 
of the interval [a,b] such that y has a constant value j/j € X on (/3,-_i, /3j) for every 
j = 1 , . . . , k, then the integral f* d[x(s)]y(s) exists and 
/ : d[x(s)]y(s) = x(a+)y(a) - x(a)y(a) 
k-\ 
+ 5>(&+)l/(&) - *(Pj-MPi)] + x(b)y(b) - x(b-)y(b) 
j = i 
k 
j = i 
where for x(c+) e L(X, Y),ce [a, b), x(c-) G L(X, Y),ce (a, b] is given by 
lim x(r)y = x(c+)y, lim x(r)y = x(c-)y, 
respectively. 
24. Corol la ry . Assume that X,Y are Banach spaces and consider the bilinear 
triple B = (L(X,Y),X,Y). Suppose that functions x: [a,b] -+ L(X,Y) and y: 
[a,b] -> X are such that the Stieltjes integral fa d[x(s)]y(s) exists and let c £ [a,b]. 
Ifx G (B)G([a,b],L(X,Y)) then 
lim ^ d[x(s)]y(s) = [x(ct) - x(c)]y(c) + £ d[x(s)]y(s) 
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where x(c~±) G L(X,Y) is given by the relation 
lim x(r)y = x(c±)y. 
25. R e m a r k . In the situation of Corollary 24, i.e. if x e (B)G([a,b],L(X,Y)) 
and y: [a, b] —> X is such a function that the Stieltjes integral Ja d[x(s)]y(s) exists, 
the indefinite integral given by 
F(r) = f d[x(s)]y(s) for r E [a, b] 
is a function F: [a,b] ->• Y which is regulated, i.e. F e G([a,b],Y). 
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